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N E AL W I L L F O R D



“VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE”



Jim Koepnick



is true when it comes to airplane design. We see that expressed by the high wing, low wing, canard, tandem wing, and biplane designs at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh each year. However, it is the biplane, with its two wings, open cockpit, and wire bracing that may stir the most nostalgic emotions. Though the biplane conﬁguration isn’t often used on designs nowadays, I suspect biplanes will continue to be built, if only for nostalgic reasons. Depending on the design’s requirements, it still has some advantages over the monoplane. As with the previous articles, a spreadsheet is available to download at www.EAA.org/SportAviation for those who want to delve deeper into the design of biplanes. Though the early aviation pioneers often looked to birds for their inspiration, the biplane was a big deviation from that. F.H. Wenham is credited as the inventor of the biplane, receiving a patent for it in 1866. Wenham, along with a few others who followed, experimented with model biplane gliders and kites. Otto Lilienthal experimented with hang gliders in Germany during the 1890s, and although his ﬁrst gliders were monoplanes, by 1895 he had started building biplane versions. Apparently, he did not fully appreciate the structural requirements of properly tying the two wings together. In fact, his design caused enough concern that a colleague from Vienna had warned him about it. Unfortunately, no changes were made. Two weeks later, the upper wing gave way during a glide, and he died from injuries resulting from the crash. >
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n 1896, the same year of Lilienthal’s death, Octave Chanute began man-carrying glider experiments in the United States. Chanute was a civil engineer and bridge builder by trade, so it was natural for him to adopt a trussed bracing arrangement, which uses vertical struts and diagonal bracing to provide a light and strong structure. Chanute was such a fan of the arrangement that he thought the monoplane proponents were mistaken. Eventually, he thought, we would see airplanes with up to ﬁve wings stacked above one another. Chanute was also the Wright brothers’ early aviation mentor, and it’s not surprising that they also adopted the biplane conﬁguration for gliders and subsequent powered designs. Some early monoplane wing failures made the biplane the favored conﬁguration for both the U.S. and British military well into the 1920s. However, the performance advantages of the cantilever monoplane wing in particular could no longer be overlooked, and the biplane conﬁguration eventually was relegated to specialty aircraft, such as agricultural, aerobatic, and homebuilt designs. Before we look at some of the aerodynamic and structural details, let’s look at some of the terms speciﬁcally used in biplane design and illustrated in Figure 1. Each has an impact on a biplane’s overall performance. Decalage—The angle measured between the incidence of the upper and lower wing relative to their chord lines. In this article (and most later textbooks) it is positive if the lower wing has a higher incidence angle than the upper wing. Gap—The vertical distance between the two wings. Stagger—The angle between vertical and a line drawn between the one-third chord of the upper and lower wing. This angle is considered positive if the upper wing is located ahead of the lower one (like in Figure 1). The biplane’s aerodynamic advantages and disadvantages can be seen if we look at an airplane’s drag while in ﬂight. When not traveling near the speed of sound, an airplane’s drag is equal to:



I



The ﬁrst part of the equation represents parasite drag, the kind you feel when sticking your hand out the window of a car while driving. The second part is called induced drag or the drag due to the lift of the wing or wings. Parasite drag is dominant when ﬂying fast, whereas induced drag becomes more dominant during climb. When the parasite and induced drag are equal, the airplane is ﬂying at the speed of maximum glide ratio. It is also at this speed that an airplane has its greatest range. The ^2 in the equation means that the item is multiplied by itself or “squared”; any time you see that it usually means changes in that particular item can have a big effect. The little zero with a cowlick is called sigma, and 36
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Figure 1. Mean Aerodynamic Chord for a biplane configuration.



it represents the ratio of the air density for a given ﬂight condition to the air density at sea level on a “standard” day. Its value is less than one any time you are ﬂying at a density altitude greater than sea level, and in that case, it means parasite drag goes down and the induced drag goes up. The AP term is the ﬂat plate drag area, and the bigger the value, the higher the drag. This is typically a drawback for biplanes, because drag area of the interplane struts and assorted wires can really add up. You can also see that the airspeed (in knots) is squared, and all things being equal, the parasite drag will be four times higher when the airspeed is doubled. That is why the force on your hand feels much higher sticking out your car window at 50 mph compared to 25 mph. Moving on to the induced drag portion, the “e” term is the airplane efﬁciency factor, which for light airplanes is usually between 0.75 and 0.80. The “K” term is the equivalent span factor for a biplane and is by deﬁnition equal to one for a monoplane. For a biplane though, it depends on the gap, wing chord, and span of the upper and lower wings. Biplanes often use the same chord on both wings to make them easier to build. Consequently, we will only consider the effect of gap and wingspan. Figure 2 (from Reference 1) shows how both the gap and ratio of upper and lower wingspan affect the equivalent span factor. For example, Figure 2 indicates that an equal spanned biplane having a gap to wingspan ratio of 0.16 has an equivalent span 13 percent greater than its actual span. However, the equivalent span would be about 5 percent less if the lower wing were only 60 percent of the upper wing’s span, so equal chord biplanes are better off if the wings have essentially the same span. This loss in equivalent span could be reduced for a shorter span design if the lower wing’s chord is reduced, thereby increasing its effective aspect ratio. (Reference 1 also provides the information for determining that.) Incorporating endplates, as used by the French avia-



In 1896, Octave Chanute began man-carrying glider experiments in the United States using biplanes with trussed bracing arrangements. Chanute was a mentor to the Wright brothers, so it’s not surprising they adopted the biplane design for their Flyer (pictured here).



Figure 2. Biplane span factor for equal chord biplanes.



tion pioneer Gabriel Voisin, can further increase the equivalent span factor. Endplates would increase the effective span from 13 to 19 percent for our example biplane, but would also increase the overall drag area. Consequently, endplates never found much acceptance among airplane designers. The last part of the drag equation shows the effect of



weight, wingspan, and K. The ratio of these values is squared and means that for a given gross weight, a longer wing and/or high K value lowers the induced drag and improves rate of climb and service ceiling. Brieﬂy, this means that if the gross weight, engine power, and wingspan are ﬁxed, a biplane should have a better climb rate and service ceiling than a monoplane with the same wingspan. I said should, because if the biplane’s drag area is so high compared to an equivalent monoplane, it may end up having more total drag at climb speed. The required power to ﬂy is proportional to the drag times the airspeed, so higher overall drag means more power to ﬂy and less excess power that’s needed for climb. While adding a second wing improves the effective wingspan, it does have some negative effects. Suppose we conducted a wind tunnel experiment on a constant chord wing to determine its lift and drag. If we placed a second, identical wing above the ﬁrst and repeated the test, we would ﬁnd that the two wings would not lift twice as much as the ﬁrst wing alone, but roughly 5 to 10 percent less (depending on the gap). We would also see that combined drag is roughly 5 to 15 percent higher than the sum of the two wings tested separately. EAA Sport Aviation
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Michael Steineke



The negative stagger (top wing positioned aft of the bottom wing) of the venerable Beech Staggerwing gives the airplane its distinctive look and offers great visibility, but the combined lift of the two wings is less than an unstaggered biplane.



The reduced lift and increased drag is due to the interference that each wing has on the other as the air ﬂows over each. As you would expect, this impact on lift and drag reduces as the wings move farther apart. There are practical limitations to the gap as the interplane struts would get very long and, being columns, would get weak in compression unless they have a large cross section. Historically, the gap to chord ratio has varied between 0.8 and 1.2. For example, the Wrights used a ratio of about 1 for their Flyer. The Curtiss Jenny and other trainer aircraft of that era had a similar ratio. Others like the SPAD had ratios closer to 0.8. Sometimes the gap is dictated by other practical requirements, such as having a big enough gap for easier access to the cockpit. The Wright brothers’ own research had made them aware of the reduction in lift of the biplane conﬁguration, and in the ensuing years much more testing was conducted to better understand the impact of the second wing’s location on lift, drag, and stability. Wind tunnel testing showed that positive stagger could largely eliminate the loss in lift caused by interference. A second beneﬁt of positive stagger is that it tends to soften the stall characteristics because the lower wing is still providing lift as the upper wing stalls. Perhaps the biggest beneﬁt of positive stagger is that it provides easier 38
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access to the cockpit and may be the main reason many biplanes were built this way. Negative stagger (as used on the Beech Staggerwing) is another option available to the biplane designer. While it can improve the forward and upward visibility, the combined lift is even less than an unstaggered biplane. Decalage is one other option the designer has for changing a biplane’s maximum lift. Positive decalage, combined



Figure 3. Relative biplane wing loading.



The Curtiss Jenny, an early biplane trainer, had a gap-to-chord ratio of about 1, similar to what the Wright brothers used for their Flyer.



Jim Koepnick



with positive stagger, will increase the maximum lift some. This is because the lower wing acts like a slightly deﬂected external ﬂap. Using positive decalage should be carefully considered, though, as it increases the nosedown pitching moment. This moment can become signiﬁcant at high speeds and may result in increased horizontal tail and trim tab sizing to deal with this. Conversely, a small amount of negative decalage is sometimes used to reduce the tail loads over a large portion of the speed range. While decalage impacts a biplane’s controllability, it does not affect its static stability. That is largely a function of the geometry and location of the wing and tail. The ﬁrst step in estimating a biplane’s stability is to calculate the horizontal and vertical location of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC), which depends both on the relative loading on each wing as well as the area of each wing. The relative wing loading varies with gap and stagger, as shown in Figure 3 (from Reference 2). The spreadsheet calculates the relative loading shown in Figure 3 and the resulting location of the biplane MAC. This was done for Figure 1, where you can see that the resulting MAC is biased closer to the upper wing. This MAC, the equivalent biplane span and combined wing areas, can then be used to calculate the stability in the same manner that’s used for a monoplane. Airplanes usually require some dihedral to have acceptable ﬂying qualities, which range from 0 to 2 degrees for a high wing to up to 6 degrees for low wing design. It’s not surprising that the biplane’s dihedral requirement falls in the middle of those extremes. The limited information I could ﬁnd indicated that some biplanes used 0 degrees for the upper wing and 2 degrees or so for the lower wing. Other designs used about 2 degrees for both wings. EAA Sport Aviation
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Lou Stolp’s Starduster Too was one of the first two-place homebuilt biplanes, and it became very popular with hundreds built and flown. Though not designed for serious aerobatics, it could withstand some mild loops and rolls.
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The biplane configuration was eventually relegated to specialty aircraft such as ag planes and aerobatic aircraft. Curtis Pitts’ Pitts Special has been a popular biplane in aerobatic circles since its introduction in 1960 as the Pitts model S-1C.



The ability to use a shorter wingspan, combined with ailerons on each wing panel, allows the biplane to have an outstanding roll rate. Having ailerons on each wing does not greatly complicate the control system since a slave strut hooked to the lower ailerons drives the upper wing’s ailerons. Some biplane designers prefer less powerful roll authority and only put ailerons on the lower wing. This not only simpliﬁes construction, but for positive staggered biplanes, the top wing stalls ﬁrst while the lower wing and the ailerons stay effective during the stall. As I mentioned earlier, many aviation pioneers were attracted to the biplane conﬁguration for weight savings. One of the main reasons was that the early wind tunnel tests indicated airfoils needed to be very thin for good performance. What they didn’t realize was there is a scaling effect that needs to be considered when doing wind tunnel testing, and this clouded the conclusions somewhat. Research in the 1920s and 1930s found that for the airfoils of that era,



Biplanes are still popular today. Mark Marino designed this Hatz Bantam to meet the light-sport aircraft regulations, making it eligible for sport pilots to fly. The Bantam is based on the original Hatz biplane designed by John Hatz. Marino reduced the wingspan and used a six-cylinder Jabiru 3300 engine to meet the weight and speed requirements for LSA. (www.HatzBantam.com)



the best overall performance was obtained for airfoils that were about 12 percent thick when they were actually tested at conditions representing fullsize wings and typical speeds. Further testing showed that airfoils up to 18 percent thick still had acceptable performance, or even better if a thicker wing allowed the designer to get rid of all the external bracing used on both a monoplane and a biplane. Even when accounting for thicker airfoils, historically the biplane’s wing structure is about 8 percent lighter than an equivalent externally braced monoplane wing. That savings can be partially or totally offset if more wing area is needed to meet a particular stall speed. We have only focused on the major aerodynamic aspects of the biplane conﬁguration. Determining the strength requirements for the biplane’s wing struts, ﬂying, and landing wires is beyond the scope of this article, and those interested in the details of that process are encouraged to study 42
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References 3 through 7. Doing the appropriate amount of stress analysis and structural testing for a biplane is not a quick and simple process. Otto Lilienthal’s tragic accident serves as a reminder that the biplane designer needs to completely understand what he is doing to avoid a similar fate. Those who take on the challenge of designing and building a biplane will be faced with a lot of work, but the result will be an airplane with unique characteristics, performance, and looks that will likely turn heads every time it lands at an airport. A second-generation EAA member since 1981, Neal Willford learned to ﬂy in an ultralight in 1982 and received his pilot certiﬁcate in 1987. He has done design work on a variety of aircraft at Cessna, from the 172 to the Citation X. In recent years, he has been heavily involved in the development of the Cessna NGP and SkyCatcher light-sport aircraft. In his spare time, he is ﬁnishing a Thorp T-211 Sky Scooter.
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